Cool about Cool

The Cool study has the potential to
transform the way we think about science
and religion. Williams, a medical scientist
with an expertise in this area and a
straight-up style that is engaging to read,
begins by analysing the design of the study.
He then boldly predicts what the results
might be if the Near Death Experience
(NDE) is a real phenomenon. Williams
then goes out on a limb and assumes that
the results are positive. This has incredible
implications as the evidence from NDEs
shows that Hell probably exists. Also
Williams examines the fact that not
everyone has an NDE, and asks the
question why? suggesting some extremely
controversial and disturbing answers.
Finally he looks at the massive impact this
should have on our thinking and the way
we behave towards others. In particular he
focuses on how this should affect our view
of the different religions, and ultimately
asks the question - Are any or none right?
Cool About Cool will become the must
read book once the results of the COOL
study are published as it addresses all the
big questions raised and suggests some
highly revolutionary answers to the way
mankind should view himself. (NB This
book is the sister book of AWARE of
AWARE, so there is no need to buy both)
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